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ABSTRACT

A silicon avalanche photodiode with an internal gain of about 50 to 100 is used

in a temperature controlled environment to measure the Nd:YAG laser Thomson

scattered spectrum in the wavelength range from 700 to 1150 n,m. A charge sensitive

preaznplifier has been developed for minimizing the noise contribution from the detec-

tor electronics. Signal levels as low as 20 photoelectrons (S/1V= 1) can be detected.

Measurements show that both the signal and the variance of the signal vary linearly

wi_h the input light levelover the range of interest, indicating Poisson statistics. The

signal is processed using a 100 ns delay line and a differential amplifier which subtracts

the low frequency background light component, The background signal is amplified
with a computer controlled variable gain amplifier and is used for an estimate of the

measurement error, calibration, and Zefr measurements of the plasma. The signal

processing has been analyzed using a theoretical model to aid the system design and

establish the procedure for data error analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

We describe a silicon avaaanche photodiode (APD) 1 based detector system to

be used in the multipulse Thomson scattering diagnostic now being built for DIII-D.

The system will measure low level, short duration (10-!5 nsec), light pulses from

Nd:YAG laser light Thomson scattered by the tokamak plasma.

By low level light, we mean the photons in the light pulse may number less than

100. The detection of such a light pulse must be made in the presence of thermal

(Johnson) noise associated with room temperature operation, and other noise sources,

such as shot noise and amplifier noise.

These light pulse measurements must also be made in the presence of the con-

tinuous emission of background light, including plasma bremsstrahlung radiation and

thermal radiation from the vessel walls. The background light has been measured on

DIII-D to reach levels that would play a dominant role in the error analysis of the

pulsed light measurement. Therefore, it is important to include this measurement

when estimating the error of the pulsed light signal.

Silicon avalanche photodiodes (internal gain=100) are the only practical choice

of detector for measuring Thomson scattering light from Nd:YAG lasers at 1064 nm.

The long wavelength end of the measurable Thomson spectrmn is limited by the silicon

energy band g_p which increases with decreasing temperature. 1# As a result, the

detector quantum efficiency decreases with decreasing temperature and it is necessary

for the detector to be operated at approximately room temperature to compromise

between thermal noise and quantum efficiency. Theoretical estimates (see Appendix

A) indicate that thermal noise at room temperature limits the sensitivity of APD to

_bout 15 photoelectrons. A stable temperature must also be maintained to keep the

drifts in detector responsivity to a minimum.

The expected signal levels cover a wide range. The total Thomson scattered

signal is proportional to the electron density of the plasma, and the system should

measure densities from 2 x 1018 to 2 x 102° m -3. The background light level may vary



as the square of this range, resulting in a range of 104, Since digitizers are frequently

limited to a range of 108, some flexibility in the system gain is desired.

Our plan for a high spatial resolution profile measurement calls for over 300

detector electronics modules to be built. Therefore, the design is influenced not only

by performance requirements, but also by cost considerations, production and test

procedures, calibration and maintenance.



I. DETECTOR ELECTRONICS DESIGN

We have elected to utilize shaping of the fast pulse signal prior to the usual

procedure of Using fast gated integrators to sample the signal. Commonly, the pulse

is made to fit entirely within the gate width of the integrators. In order to minimize

the error contribution due to the background, the gate width is made as short as

possible. In practice, the rise time of the amplifiers and the short dead time of the

integrator after receiving a gate trigger must be considered in determining the actual
gate width.

The optimal choice for the pulse shape (decay time) in relation to the gate

width is less clear. We have modeled (Appendix A) the effect of a long decay' time

of the pulse (several times longer than the gate time)and found that the long decay

time can actually improve the signal-to-noise ratio with respect to the noise caused

by the presence of background light. This result is caused by the cross correlation

between the two successive gates which sample the background signal twice. A long

decay time is advantageous since it reduces the high frequency requirement of the

electronic components, and allows more flexibility in the electronics design. However,

the frequency limit of the amplifier must stay sufficiently high so the pulse signal will

not be contaminated by variations of the background signal. For our application, a

decay time to gate width ratio of about three was selected to give the best overall
compromise.

Low noise, high speed op-amps are readily available and are relatively straight

forward to incorporate in electronic design. Because of this, we have chosen to use

op-amps rather than develop an electronic design with discrete components. Figure 1

shows the schematic of the circuit. The operational amplifiers were carefully chosen

for their noise performance and gain-bandwidth product. The first op-amp sets the

electronic noise level of the circuit and a Harris 5147 was selected for this application.

The second op-amp provides additional gain and buffers the first amp from the delay

line and the variable gain switches. A jumper is provided to reduce the gain by two
if needed.
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The pulse channel output is formed using a delay line technique s which subtracts

a signal delayed by 100 nsec from a non-delayed signal. The chief advantage of the

delay line technique is to allow the full digitizer range to be utilized for the pulsed

light measurement alone. The variable resistor at the output of the delay line is

used to properly balance the differential stage for zero output at zero frequency. The

performance of the circuit in terms of the rejection ratio of low frequency signal is

shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows traces of the pulse and background channel response

to a 15 ns !_ght pulse along with the integrator gates. The gain of the background

channel can be changed over a range of 10 by a set of computer controlled switches.

The switches are placed in a portion of the circuit that has very little current so that

the internal impedance of the switches does not affect performance.

Because the background channel is dc coupled throughout the entire circuit and

it has the same pulse response as the pulse channel during the integrator gate, the

detector electronics assembly can be calibrated using dc light sources. This offers a

significaut advantage over circuits that only measure pulsed light. There is a differ-

ence in the dc and pulsed gain of the circuit, however, but this can be calibrated

independently.

Due to concern over the thermal stability of the detector, the APD is placed in a

separate chamber away from the circuit board, and the detector electronics assembly

is arranged to sink heat to a water cooled polychromator frame structure. 4
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FIK. 2. Delay line rejection ratio of the pulse channel as a function of frequency.
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Fig. 3. Oscilloscope traces showing the response of the pulse and background channels to a
15 ns light pulse along with tl?e two integrator gates.



II. TEST RESULTS

Monochromaticsourcesofboth dc and pulsedlightareused inthetestmca-

surements,and the sourcelightintensityismonitoredusingan EG&G Model 690

radiometricdetectorstandardofa recent,traceablecalibration.Foreachdatapoint_

we obtain1000samplesinordertocalculatetheaveragesignaland thev_ance. The

variancemeasurementcan be misleadingbecauseofinstrumentalfluctuation.There-

for%itisnecessarythatallsignificantsourcesoffluctuationbe foundand accounted

for.For example,theHeNe laserusedforthedc sourcehad a 0.5% fluctuationlevel,

and thepulsedlightsourcehad a 1.6%fluctuationlevel.Althoughsmall,theselevels

canleadtosignificantmeasurementerrorsofthesignalvariance.Figure4 shows that

both the signal(averageintegratorcounts)and the signalvariance(darkvariance

excluded)varylinearlywiththe _nputlightlevel,demonstratingthatthe '_ystemis

linearand followsthephotoelectronstatistics.The curvesinthefigurearecalculated

from ourmodel usingmeasuredgainssad excessivenoisefactor.

Measurementswereperformedusingapulsedlightsourcetodeterminethenum-

berofphotoelectronsQI requiredforhavingS/N - I.Figure5 showsa plotofQI as

a functionoftheAPD biasvoltage.QI decreaseswithincreasingbiasvoltageuntila

minimum oflessthan20photoelectronsisreached.At highervoltage,nearavalanche

breakdown,QI increases.
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APPENDIX A

A.I. ESTIMATE OF THE THERMAL NOISE

As a convenient reference for noise comparisons, we can calculate the signal level

which equals the thermal (Johnson) noise of the APD circuit shown in Fig. Al(a).

The condition for the square of the voltage across the diode due to light to equal the

square of the thermal noise voltage of the load resistor (summing over all frequencies)

can be written as

c , 1+ (2_I)_R_c_-- c '

where QT is the photoelectron number, C = CD + CE, is the sum of diode and external

capar.itances: _/is the diode avalanche multiplication gain, and TR is the temperature

of the load resistor RF. As indicated in the righthand side of Eq. (A.1), the total

noise energy, frequently known as the KTC noise, A1 is independent of the resistor

value. The required photoelectron number QT is given by

QT = M el (k TF C)I/2_-15 photoelectrons , (A.2)

where a specific APD (RCA model C30956E, 3 mm diam., 10 pF, and M = 100),

Ca = 5 pF and room temperature are assumed. The number QT is a lower limit (for

a broad band application) and a convenient re£erence for noise comparison. Despite

their low cost and other advantages, silicon photodiodes (internal gain=l) do not
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Fig. Al. Simplified diagrams: (a) the APD load circuit, (b) the block arrangement of the
detector electror,&s, (c) the timing arrangement of the integrator gates and a single
photoelectronvoltagewaveform.

have the necessary sensitivity for this application due to thermal noise considerations

alone.

A.II. SIGNAL PROCESSING MODEL

,We have developed a model to aid our understanding of the detector system,

predict consequences of design choices, and analyze performance. We are particularly

interested in how to calculate and minimize the error of the pulsed light measurement.

A simplified schematic of the APD, the anaplifier, and gated in;egrator (digitizer) is
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shown in Fig. Al(a) and AI(b). Two integrators, gated for time va, axe used to sample

the amplifier output, one for the background signal and the other for the combined

signal. A temporal diagranl of the response of the circuit to a single photoelectron

and the time tile integrators axe active are shown in Fig. Al(c). The corresponding

integrated sig_,al_ (in cou.lts) axe B and (P + B). Subtraction of the two integrated

signals gives the Thomson light information T and its variance as

T-(P+B)-B=P , (A.3)

¢r_ = cr_ + 2cr_ - 2_1 _ + ct02 , (A.4)

. ,

where cr_l 2 is the cross correlation term of 'he background between the two gates,

and +r_ is the variance of the pulse channel with no light input (dark variance) to be

determined by test measurements.

For a single photoelectron generated at time t, we assume the response current

at time te at the integrator is given by

i(t, t') = I e -'_(t'-t) , tA.5)'

where I is the instantaneous response of the circuit, a = 1'rf and 7"f -" RF(CD+CE),

as shown in Fig. 1. Let r(t) be the photoelectron birth rate due to the background

light. The background signal count B and its variance ¢r_ can be written as

/i __o + r o
B = Ca(t)r(t)dt + Cb(t)r(t)dt , (A.6)

[/;i r ]_r_ = F x C _ a2(t)r(t)dt + C_b2(t)r(t)dt , (A.7)
dto
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where C is a constant of the integrator, F = (M 2>/(M)2 is the excessive noise factor

resulting from the probability distribution of multiplication in the APD, and

ro+ro _ta+r a
=__ b(t)=_ ,

dto

axe the contributions of a single photoelectron gencrateL*, either before or during a

ga_e.

Since a single photoelectron response may contribute to both gates, there is

cross correlation _-_12 between the t.wo measurements which can be expressed as

_T_I2

Jto

where

ro+2 ro+rs= i(t,t')dt'
dto+ro+rs

is the contribution to the second gate by photoelectrons generated before or during

the first gate, and "rs is the time separation between the two gates.

If Qp photoelectrons are instantaneously introduced at the beginning of the

second gate, the pulsed light contribution and variance can be written as

to+2ro+rsP = QpCi(t)dt , (A.9)
dto+ro+rs

ts+2 ro+rs_r2p= F QP C 2i2(t)dt • (A.10)
¢ to+ro+rs

We can evMuate these equations for a constant background rate RB. The overall

gain of the background (in counts per photoelectron) can be written as Gs = CITE.

The pulsed light gain is different from the background gain because the Qp photo-

electrons for the pulsed fight are all introduced at the beginning of the gate and not
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distributed in time like the background. The pulsed light channel gain is Gp = yGs,

where y = 1- e -® and _ = va/rF.

Using the above substitutions, the equations can be evaluated and are summa-

rized below,

p

T = P = GR Qp , o'2p= FG2p Qp , (A.11)

(B=GB'ruRB , o'_=FC_,._'roRB 1-_ ,

_r_12= F O_ ra RB ( y2e-,_,-s)2x ' (A.13)

Not surprisingly, Eq, (12)1 tells us that to minimize the error contribution due

to the background, 7"u should be made as short as possible. In practice, the rise time

of the amplifiers and the short dead time of the integrator after receiving a gate trigger

must be considered in determining the actual ru. The optimal choice of 7"F, the decay

time of the pulse, in relation to ra is less clear. Evaluating the signal-to-noise ratio

of the pulsed light measurement as a function of z we obtain

T( Qp )1/2_ = [ ]'_r F x { _<_-;_- _-'__ _ + 1}+_Qp

A plot of this equation is shown in Fig. A2 for a _ypical set of parameters. The

variation of z over a widerange does not make a significant difference in T/O'T. This

is a result of the effect of the cross correlation term ¢r_12. The net background con-

tribution (¢r_ - cr_12) changes little as rF increases because the correlation between

the two gates improves. A long decay time is advantageous since it reduces the high

frequency requirement of the electronic components, and allows more flexibility in the
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electronics design. However, the frequency limit of the aznplificr must stay sumcien_ly

high so the pulse signal will not be contaminated by variations of the background sig-

nal. T/O'T clecrea_es with shorter r_, (large m) because a pulse width less than the

gate width L-educes the signal, where_ the dark vm'lance contribution to cr_, remains

nearly constant.
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